Motoring & The Law - the driving force keeping you up to speed

Need to know more about road traffic legislation?
Simple to complex traffic Q&A’s are supported by a wealth of up to
date legal knowledge that provides instant comprehensive answers!
Police National Legal Database (PNLD)
developed the Motoring & The Law app
with the support of the Cabinet Office Good
Law team and partially funded by the Home
Office.

Answers are supported by cases, legislation
and details of penalties and points to prove
where offences are involved. There is also
the facilty to email our Legal Team for more
information if required.

Created in an effort to make law more
accessible and simpler to understand. The
app benefits from combining the best of
PNLD’s existing services Ask the Police
and PNLD’s legal database.

“The app is very intuitive and I am impressed
by the comprehensive content. The various
topics are readily identified by the icons on
the home page and the subsequent menus.

Records show that more than two thirds of all
questions accessed via the popular ‘Ask the
Police’ website are in relation to road traffic
matters. The public have an unquenchable
thirst for knowledge, it became clear that
more readily accessible information would
be of further benefit.
It provides the answers to over 200 road
traffic related questions enhanced by
appropriate legal content and knowledge
acquired by PNLD over the last 20 years.

The pages load quickly and provide relevant
content. I like the “overview” of each answer
with the accompanying “legal” tab for the
associated legislation. The whole app is well
presented and easy to read.”
“I thought the app was excellent in its content
and ease of use. It dealt with every point that
occurred to me as I went along, and dealt very
comprehensively with cycling and other road
uses. The answers are clear and accurate
and are cross-referred accurately to relevant
provisions of the law.”

“Very informative and easy to follow steps.
Very simple and easy to use and navigate
around the app.”
“I am very impressed with the app and
think that it is extremely good value”

Making law simpler to understand
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Decision tree style question

“

Road traffic
law can be very
complicated, but
this app does a good
job of highlighting the
essentials but without
dumbing down too
much.

”

Decision Trees
Wherever you see this
icon within the app
you will experience a support
tool that, dependent on your
responses, will provide a legal
answer specific to your question.
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